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DSSR: Dissecting the Spatial Structure of RNA

It excels in RNA/DNA structural bioinformatics.
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Structural analysis
"Figures featuring cryo-EM maps were generated using Chimera (38). Maps colored by local
resolution were generated using estimations of resolution by ResMap (50). Figures featuring
only models were generated using PyMOL (51).

The secondary structure diagram for S. cerevisiae 15S rRNA was created by modifying the
diagram from the Comparative RNA Website (46) with 

 DSSR (52). ..."
— Desai, ..., Ramakrishnan (2017), Science

base pair information extracted from
the �nal model using

"The structure of the yeast mitochondrial ribosome"
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Block-view schematics
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Model building
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Easy integration
URS RiboSketch RNApdbee RNAMotifContrast

Forgi RNAvista VeriNA3d IsRNA2

RNAMake ElTetrado DNAproDB SHAPELoop

R2DT IPANEMAP RNANet 3DSSR
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G4-unique features
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Published results of DSSR are reproducible.

In fact, DSSR has a lot more to o�er.

It enables innovative, cutting-edge applications.
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DSSR is built upon 3DNA.
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3DNA: 3-Dimensional Nucleic Acids (1999-2002)
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3DNA calculates DNA shape parameters
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3DNA parameters in the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) 
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3DNA-driven DNA Analysis and Rebuilding Tool

"3D-DART uses the DNA rebuild
functionality of the well-known
software package 3DNA Lu et al.
and extends its functionally ..."

"It extends the capability of the
3DNA package to GROMACS MD

trajectories and includes new ..."

3D-DART (Netherlands) and do_x3dna (Germany)
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DSSR is the next generation of 3DNA.
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Continuously developed for 10 years (NIH R01 grant) 
Expert domain knowledge of nucleic acid structures 
Detail-oriented software engineering skills 
Extensive user-support experience (3DNA Forum)

3DNA+more much=DSSR
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Three DSSR papers, all in Nucleic Acids Research  (NAR)
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Identi�cation and analysis

Block-view schematics

Advanced model building

Integration into other resources

Features tailored to G-quadruplexes
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Identi�cation and analysis

some typical examples, based on literature citations

Block-view schematics

Advanced model building
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How does DSSR actually work, in command line ? 
using the classic yeast tRNA  as an example (PDB id: 1EHZ)

ls -lh   # in a demo folder with these 3 files
    -rw-r--r--  1 xiangjunlu  staff   245K Dec  8 08:26 1ehz.cif
    -rw-r--r--  1 xiangjunlu  staff   223K Dec  8 08:26 1ehz.pdb
    -rwxr-xr-x  1 xiangjunlu  staff   1.8M Dec  8 08:26 x3dna-dssr*

./x3dna-dssr -h             # to get started right away

./x3dna-dssr -i=1ehz.pdb    # PDB input file

./x3dna-dssr -i=1ehz.cif    # mmCIF input file

./x3dna-dssr -i=1ehz.pdb --json  # to get JSON output for easy parsing

Phe
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Running DSSR on the classic yeast tRNA  (PDB id: 1EHZ)
./x3dna-dssr -i=1ehz.pdb -o=1ehz.out

    total number of nucleotides: 76
           modified nucleotides: 14
    total number of base pairs: 34
    total number of helices: 2
    total number of stems: 4
    total number of isolated WC/wobble pairs: 1
    total number of multiplets: 4
    total number of atom-base capping interactions: 4
    total number of splayed-apart dinucleotides: 9
                        consolidated into units: 6
    total number of hairpin loops: 3
    total number of junctions: 1
    total number of non-loop single-stranded segments: 1
    total number of kissing loops: 1

Phe
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Running DSSR on the classic yeast tRNA  (PDB id: 1EHZ)
List of 34 base pairs
     nt1            nt2            bp  name        Saenger   LW   DSSR
   1 A.G1           A.C72          G-C WC          19-XIX    cWW  cW-W
   2 A.C2           A.G71          C-G WC          19-XIX    cWW  cW-W
   3 A.G3           A.C70          G-C WC          19-XIX    cWW  cW-W
   4 A.G4           A.U69          G-U Wobble      28-XXVIII cWW  cW-W
   5 A.A5           A.U68          A-U WC          20-XX     cWW  cW-W
   6 A.U6           A.A67          U-A WC          20-XX     cWW  cW-W
   7 A.U7           A.A66          U-A WC          20-XX     cWW  cW-W
   8 A.U8           A.A14          U-A rHoogsteen  24-XXIV   tWH  tW-M
   9 A.U8           A.A21          U+A --          --        tSW  tm+W
  ....................................................................
  16 A.G15          A.C48          G+C rWC         22-XXII   tWW  tW+W
  ....................................................................
  33 A.G53          A.C61          G-C WC          19-XIX    cWW  cW-W
  34 A.5MU54        A.1MA58        t-a rHoogsteen  24-XXIV   tWH  tW-M

Phe
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DSSR derives 2D structure in:

.bpseq (Comparative RNA Web)

.ct (Connectivity Table)

.dbn (Dot-Bracket Notation)

which can be directly fed into VARNA, for
example, for visualization.

Running DSSR on the classic yeast tRNA  (PDB id: 1EHZ)Phe
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"The secondary structure diagram for S. cerevisiae 15S rRNA was created by modifying
the diagram from the Comparative RNA Website (46) with base pair information
extracted from the �nal model using DSSR (52). ..."

— Desai, ..., Ramakrishnan (2017), Science
"The structure of the yeast mitochondrial ribosome"
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"Conformations of the ssRNA tetramers were categorized based on their base-stacking
patterns, which were analyzed by the program DSSR."

— Tan, ..., DE Shaw (2018), Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
"RNA force �eld with accuracy comparable to state-of-the-art protein force �elds"
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"..., we utilized the Dissecting the Spatial Structure of RNA (DSSR) tool to identify the
2D structure from the 3D structures. This important addition to the procedure not only
automates the process, it also removes human error ..."

— Hurst and Chen (2021), J. Phys. Chem. B
"Sieving RNA 3D structures with SHAPE and evaluating mechanisms driving sequence-dependent reactivity bias"
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"Watson–Crick and non-Watson–Crick base pairs were identi�ed using the DSSR
software."

— Cai, ... Xue (2020), Nature

 

"The overall shape of the DNA was characterized by analysing the following shape
parameters: minor groove width, major groove width, local helical bending, bending
direction and local helical twisting, ... using X3DNA-DSSR."

— Afek, ... Al-Hashimi, and Raluca Gordân (2020), Nature

"RIC-seq for global in situ pro�ling of RNA-RNA spatial interactions"

"DNA mismatches reveal conformational penalties in protein–DNA recognition"
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Block-view schematics

simple, e�ective, and aesthetically pleasing 
rendered with PyMOL (web-interface, )

Identi�cation and analysis

Advanced model building

plugin, CLI, API
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Base blocks make base identity, pairing/stacking obvious
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WC-pair blocks reveal double-stranded regions and grooves
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G-tetrad square blocks simplify G-quadruplexes
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cf.#1  Pepper aptamer in complex with HBC (PDB id: 7EOH)

 
Huang et al. (2021) Nat. Chem. Biol.

 
DSSR-PyMOL schematic
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cf.#2  Chair-type telomeric DNA G-quadruplex (PDB id: 6JKN)

 
Geng et al. (2019) Nucleic Acids Res.

 
DSSR-PyMOL schematic
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The block-view schematics are highly acclaimed.
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** Very Good 
(Good for Teaching)

"simple and
e�ective"

"I highly
recommend it!"
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Cover images of the RNA Journal  (2021) provided by the NDB 
"generated using DSSR and PyMOL (Lu XJ. 2020. Nucleic Acids Res 48: e74)."
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http://skmatic.x3dna.org/ – it is easy to use! 
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http://skmatic.x3dna.org/


Advanced model building

RNA modeling, DNA-protein complexes, G-quadruplexes 

Identi�cation and analysis

Block-view schematics

regular �ber-based models, customized models by sequence/parameters
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3DNA/DSSR for RNA modeling by Merck scientists 
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3DNA/DSSR for RNA modeling by Merck scientists 
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3DNA/DSSR for RNA modeling by Merck scientists 
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3DNA/DSSR for RNA modeling by Merck scientists 
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Template-based assembly of DNA-protein complexes  
two chromatin-like models, derived from PDB id: 4XZQ
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Circular DNA in perfectly planar geometry

100 base pairs 150 base pairs
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Unique capabilities for modeling G-quadruplexes

 
no twist, similar faces

 
30° twist, alternating faces
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Integration into other resources

Identi�cation and analysis

Block-view schematics

Advanced model building
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DSSR-Jmol integration: SQL-like queries 

select junctions 
to select all (multi-brunch) junction loops

SELECT WITHIN(dssr, 
"pairs WHERE name != 'WC'") 

to select all non-Watson-Crick pairs
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DSSR-PyMOL integration: innovative schematics
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Sixteen published resources/pipelines employing DSSR

URS RiboSketch RNApdbee RNAMotifContrast

Forgi RNAvista VeriNA3d IsRNA2

RNAMake ElTetrado DNAproDB SHAPELoop

R2DT IPANEMAP RNANet 3DSSR
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Recent joint-publication with PDB-REDO 
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DSSR's systematic, integrated approach 
enables novel applications to be developed rapidly.

http://snap-5mc.x3dna.org/ (SNAP is now part of DSSR)

Transcription factor-DNA complexes containing 5-methyl-cytosines in the PDB.

Kribelbauer et al. Journal of Molecular Biology (2020) 432, 1801--1815

Annotated list of i-motifs (C+C pairs) in the PDB (unpublished )
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http://snap-5mc.x3dna.org/


Features tailored to G-quadruplexes 
 identi�cation and annotations

Identi�cation and analysis

Block-view schematics

Advanced model building

schematics, modeling,
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Counts from leading experts:

Mergny (Biochimie, 2020): 200+

Ferré-D'Amaré (RNA, 2021): 246

Neidle (JBC, 2021): 520

The actual counts:

372, end of 2020

415 (Dec. 2, 2021)

How many G-quadruplexes (G4) in the PDB?

DSSR identi�es G4s automatically, using atomic coordinates
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Gn-L1-Gn-L2-Gn-L3-Gn : di�erent loops, highly polymorphic
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Webba da Silva (2018) 

"Encoding canonical DNA

quadruplex structure", 

Sci. Adv.

e.g., 148D  

2(+Ln+Lw+Ln)

How to characterize G-quadruplexes systematically?

(chair-type)
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3(−P−Ln−Lw) ❌  
3(-P-Lw-Ln) ✅ (DSSR)

3(−PD+Ln) ❌  
3(-PD+Lw) ✅ (DSSR)

Two/six example descriptors were assigned incorrectly

"2GKU: you are correct- our mistake. There can not be a –Ln after the –P."
— Dr. Webba da Silva
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G4DB: A curated list of G-quadruplexes in the PDB 
dynamic table, �exible search: 64 hits (out of 415) with term aptamer 
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G4DB: A curated list of G-quadruplexes in the PDB 
22 hits left with combined search terms aptamer chair 
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Comprehensive annotations of G4 (DSSR-G4DB)
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Identi�cation and analysis

Block-view schematics

Advanced model building

Integration into other resources

Features tailored to G-quadruplexes
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The details are ESSENTIAL

Strict ANSI C  
-ansi -Wextra ... -Wunused -Wshadow -Werror

Valgrind --leak-check=full 

Tested using all RNA/DNA-containing structures in the PDB

(80,000+ lines of code)
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DSSR is an integrated software tool
with unmatched capabilities 

in RNA/DNA structural bioinformatics.
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Three web resources on x3dna.org
http://web.x3dna.org – Updated web-interface to 3DNA

http://skmatic.x3dna.org – Schematics, JSON + human-readble output

http://G4.x3dna.org – Annotated G-quadruplexes in the PDB
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http://web.x3dna.org/
http://skmatic.x3dna.org/
http://g4.x3dna.org/


The command-line program: x3dna-dssr
Tiny size (<2MB), no dependencies

No setup, or con�guration needed

x3dna-dssr -h   to get started right away

Professional user manual (236 pages)
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Harmen Bussemaker and Wilma Olson 
Brady Butter�eld and Beth Kauderer

The 3DNA/DSSR user community

Thank YOU!
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